The key operation to obtain stationary and transient solutions of transition systems described by Kronecker structured formalisms is the Vector-Descriptor product. This operation is usually performed with shuffling operations and matrices aggregations to reduce the floating point multiplications inside iterative methods. Due to the flexibility of the Split method treating Kronecker product terms, it is a natural alternative to decompose descriptors within parallel environments. The main problem is to define the correct task size to assign to each node and also the shared memory size, since sending a small task per time can lead to a larger communication overhead. In this paper we are investigating data partitioning strategies for a parallel solution of transition systems obtained from Kronecker descriptors using the Split algorithm.
procedure is to multiply a probability vector by a non-trivial structure, the descriptor, in order to achieve (if possible) a stationary regime and subsequent performance indices. For the set of formalisms equipped with tensor manipulations, the numerical processes deal with vector products employing the classic Shuffle algorithm [5, 6] to implicitly access the underlined transition matrix.
A descriptor is decomposed in tensor product terms [6] , where each term corresponds to a set of small matrices and tensor product operators. VDP can be summarized in multiplying a probability vector π to a descriptor, i.e.,
. To efficiently perform VDP, specialized algorithms are proposed throughout the years, namely the traditional Shuffle Algorithm and the flexible Split Algorithm [3] . The main differentiation between the algorithms concerns the additional memory requirements and the computational cost in terms of needed multiplications. Figure 1 graphically presents the Split idea [3] when applied to the multiplication of a vector by a generic tensor term. The algorithm affects all Kronecker product terms inside a descriptor, at each iteration of a numerical method [7] (e.g. Power method, Arnoldi, GMRES). The algorithm considers a given cut-parameter σ separating the tensor term in two different sets of matrices. In the example, σ = N − 2 is indicating the end of a sparse-like part (on the matrix Q (N −2) j ), which means this part is selected to perform nonzero elements combinations, i.e., aggregating these matrices. The rest of matrices are selected to be treated with shuffling operations maintaining the tensor structure.
sparse-like part shuffle-like part to Q (σ) j ). According to the elements row indexes used to generate the AUNFs, a contiguous slice of the input vector is taken to be multiplied by this scalar. The resulting vector is used as input vector to the Shuffle-like multiplication by the tensor product term at right of σ (from Q Figure 2 shows the operations flow in a sequential implementation of the Split method. The first steps (a) and (b) are executed to initially setup the method putting both matrices and the probability vector in memory. The step (c) referred to the creation of scalars using the matrices at left of the σ to aggregate nonzero values. These nonzero values are stored in memory (not necessarily because they can be generated at runtime, used and then discarded, but this on-the-fly generation increments the numerical operations involved in the multiplication) with information about their related indexes in the vector. Steps (d) and (e) are correspondent to the processing core where the massive iterative dynamic for huge models actually occurs, i.e. with massive state spaces (until approximately 100 million states).
Initialize vector υ and π
Create all AUNFs storing in a list
Execute Split for N + 2E tensor products
Iterative method convergence test
Results in the probability vector π Recent developments [4] indicate that reordering the matrices on the tensor product terms, one can produce faster results for some cases due to numerical complexity reduction, although the additional permutation costs. Moreover, due to the flexibility of the Split method treating Kronecker product terms, it is a natural alternative to decompose descriptors within parallel environments. The main problem is to define the correct task size to assign to each node and also the shared memory size, since sending a small task per time can lead to a larger communication overhead. On the contrary, transferring a large task can generate unfair load balance. For the specific case of Split, a potentially huge vector have to be manipulated while tasks must be assigned to the set of available processors and possible large communications are derived.
DESCRIPTOR PARTITIONING
Numerical solutions are often analyzed to carry out calculations simultaneously, considering that large problems could be divided into smaller ones, with or without data dependency. High performance computing using parallel processing depends on efficient problem partitioning and load balance. Partitioning comprises balancing the computational load and overheads created by data communication on processors in order to minimize the total parallel computation time. In this paper we investigate data partitioning strategies for a parallel solution of transition systems obtained from Kronecker descriptors, implementing the Split algorithm. We are using clusters as the target architecture running a master-worker [8] execution scheme. The idea is to distribute a set of matrices to each node and execute the multiplications concurrently. Each node takes some time processing its own task, and returns the resulting vector as soon as possible to the master process. Figure 3 shows the operations executed by the master and the worker processes. All processes execute all steps but one, related to the iterative process (f.1 and f.2). In general, each process will be responsible for an interval of tasks which means Kronecker products to multiply (d) and generated AUNFs (c), in different ways. Also the intermediary results are consolidated in the probability vector (e) in which the master process has access to verify convergence and control the workers (f.1). At the same point, workers wait for the master to decide if they should continue the multiplication process or terminate (f.2). Note that all workers have one local copy of the descriptor as seen in Figure 2 -step (a), and given the σ established for each tensor product, some slices of vectors are initialized in each worker as step (b). Due to this steps (a) and (b) are omitted in this last figure. Because a Kronecker descriptor is composed of tensor product terms, these are natural candidates for the partitioning. However, Kronecker product terms can be exploited in different ways. The Split algorithm [3] allows each tensor product to be partitioned into smaller work units called AUNFs that can be distributed among processors. Note that the step (c) suffers a great impact in different partitioning approaches, i.e., by Kronecker product terms itself and by AUNFs quantities, mainly because tensor product terms can strongly vary matrices types, dimensions, sparsity, and all these characteristics determine the cut-parameter and consequently the total number of AUNFs.
Partitioning per Kronecker Product
One partitioning approach is based on the total number of Kronecker products and available processors, i.e., a set of tensor product terms are the bag of tasks to be distributed. The computational cost in multiplications related to each tensor product term in each node is given by
, where
corresponds to the total number of AUNFs in a term j and
j is the size of the vector to be multiplied. Additionally, the theoretical communication cost of a Kronecker product in each processor follows the sum of the size of the slice vectors to be multiplied by each AUNF in the iteration is given by
. The size of these messages will vary according to the number of processes allocated and the cost per AUNF for execution. One can have as many processors or nodes as the total number of Kronecker products, or even divide quite equally the work to be done among np nodes.
j=2 #AUNFs = 8 j=3 #AUNFs = 6 j=4 #AUNFs = 11 It is possible if the number of Kronecker products is greater than the number of processors, some processors receive more load to compute than others. However, this approach derives bottlenecks related to the load balancing in the nodes because each Kronecker product can have very different number of AUNFs to be processed.
Partitioning per AUNFs
A different partitioning approach is to distribute the computation of each AUNF, or a set of them, to each node. Figure 5 illustrates the second partitioning approach which is based on a load balance that tries to assign equally sized tasks to each node, as fair as it can. The bag of tasks is actually the total number of generated scalars (AUNFs) considering the entire descriptor, and those are sufficiently independent to be multiplied by different processes, in different vector positions and dimensions. The dimensions are related to the indexes calculated to each scalar when preprocessing the matrices at the left-hand side of σ. In this example, the
j=1 #AUNFs = 6 maxLoad = #tAUNFs ÷ #p #p = 4 maxLoad = 7 Remainder = 3
#AUNFs = 11 j=4 The parallel execution illustration demonstrates the partitioning approach by AUNFs in four processors (#p=4). The algorithm proceeds first calculating a maximum load (maxLoad) per processor, simply dividing the total number of AUNFs (tAUNFs) by the total number of processors (#p). The remaining of this division is also divided by the processors after the first assignment of AUNFs. The steps are indicated as follows: (a) the first Kronecker product (j=1) presents six AUNFs then it fits well in the first processor (p1) because the maximum load calculated is superior; (b) the second Kronecker product (j=2) has eight AUNFs then seven AUNFs are assigned at p2 remaining one for later assignment; (c) the next Kronecker product (j=3) presents also six AUNFs been directly assigned to processor p 3 ; (d) finally, the last Kronecker product (j=4) generates eleven AUNFs placing seven of them at processor p 4 , remaining four AUNFs.
After these steps the algorithm sums the last AUNFs considering all Kronecker products (in the example it has still five AUNFs), and divide the AUNFs among processors as equally as possible, observing first the processors in which the maximum load is not already achieved (b) and after distributing the lasting tasks (d). On certain occasions, a given processor can have more tasks than others however, in general, the load balancing works favorably well. The parallel computation cost will be determined by the large amount of AUNFs and vectors to update in a processor.
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The Split algorithm in both sequential and parallel versions could be applied to any other modeling formalism that present a Kronecker descriptor as structured representation. This numerical analysis is carried out to identify bottlenecks and drawbacks of parallel implementations of iterative methods performing vector-descriptor product. The tests were executed in a cluster architecture containing seven homogeneous nodes connected in a Gigabit Ethernet network. Each node is composed of two processors Intel Itanium Table 1 shows that for a SAN model [2] containing e.g., ten automata representing workers (N=10) and a buffer automaton of forty positions (K=40), is generated a total of 43 Kronecker product terms in the descriptor to be multiplied by a vector. For each Kronecker product term j, a different σ is determined resulting in various sets of AUNFs. Note that the sequential execution time of this model using Split is approximately 6.07 hours.
The partitioning of Kronecker products was balanced enough (Table 2), however, the number of AUNFs generated in each node was very unfair considering the total number of multiplications per node. Table 3 shows the range of AUNFs per Kronecker product fairly partitioned among two processors. Note that the total number of AUNFs in each one is the same consequently the memory spent.
However the different sets of AUNFs present varied sizes of vectors to multiply. This characteristic provokes different computational costs in the nodes despite the same load assigned. Notably, for this class of model the partitioning per Kronecker product term seems to be better without a correct analysis of the second approach. This means to consider more variables such as vectors size versus total of AUNFs to obtain gains in the parallelization. The Figure 6 shows the parallel results for the model presented in both partitioning strategies. The best gains in terms of performance were verified when the partitioning approach by Kronecker products is used as shown on Tables 2 and 3 , improving the workload distribution between the cluster nodes. The speed up curve began to degrade from 8 processors due to communication costs and vector updates that increased proportionally to the number of processes. Moreover, the obtained gain executing more tasks in parallel was not covered by the high transmission cost of vectors.
CONCLUSION
Theoretical performance analysis of parallel implementations shows that some approaches can significantly decrease the execution time of most sequential algorithms. The major attraction to use the Split algorithm concern its flexibility, offering more effective parallelization alternatives since the multiplication can be executed independently of the result of other Kronecker product terms, or even other AUNFs. In a parallel algorithmic version, a node could receive a bag of tasks with pre-computed scalars to multiply by the vector π.
As mentioned in the paper, there are many issues to address in future works concerning communication, memory costs and workload distribution. For example, it seems natural to verify not only the total number of AUNFs to compute, but also take in account the number of required multiplications in each Kronecker product, in order to produce a more efficient load balancing. Or, for that matter, it seems right to admit that even the adequate cut-parameter in a sequential implementation may not be necessarily a good choice for parallel implementations. The current study is clearly concerned with communication issues mainly because the size of vectors to update can vary depending on the chosen σ value. Shifting σ to the right position in each Kronecker product term causes the reduction of the vectors size to be updated. This diminishes the communication costs and not necessarily increases the quantities of AUNFs necessary to perform the task.
A more demanding future work consists taking in account the fact that memory constraints can be overcome using other paradigms with shared memory for the vectors and different load balance approaches. A hybrid approach using MPI and OpenMP could enhance the speedup of a parallel solution reducing the communication and memory costs in clusters with multicore architectures. Obviously, the work presented in this paper will benefit from a further investigation of communication costs and better balanced choices to distribute the available tasks. At least the working prototypes of Split parallel implementation already allow us to foresee a performance increase when solving large transition systems stored and manipulated as descriptors.
